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SupergeneMimicry is an example of an adaptation that requires the integration of several
components. Genetic characterisation of amimicry polymorphism in a butterfly
reveals the expected suppression of recombination among its components,
preventing the production of unfit character combinations.Deborah Charlesworth*
and Brian Charlesworth
The wing patterns and colours — and
sometimes even behavioural traits—of
mimetic butterflies resemble those of
another locally present species that
has some defence against predators.
Such mimicry is one of the classic
objects of study for evolutionary
geneticists interested in understanding
adaptations that involve several
distinct, but integrated, components
[1–3]. In a recent tour de force of
molecular population genetics in a
non-model butterfly species,
Heliconius numata, the part of the
genome that controls a butterfly
mimicry polymorphism has been
pinpointed [4]. This genomic region
shows hallmarks of recombination
being suppressed by chromosomal
inversions that are associated with
different mimetic forms [4]. Because
suppressed recombination implies that
several genetic factors need to be kept
together in ‘correct’ combinations, this
is the first direct demonstration that
mimicry polymorphisms in butterflies
have indeed evolved by several
genetic steps, as has long been
hypothesised [1–3,5].
Two distinct types of
mimicry — Batesian and
Mu¨llerian — have classically been
recognised, and they differ in important
ways in their consequences for
variability within a species: Batesian
mimicry — named after its discoverer,
the English naturalist Henry Walter
Bates — involves an undefended orpalatable species whose appearance
mimics a locally present defended and
distasteful species (the model). After
eating or tasting a model individual,
predators are deterred from attacking
other individuals of that species and
are also less likely than naive animals to
attack the mimics. When a naive (or
forgetful) predator tastes a mimic, its
propensity to attack butterflies with the
same appearance is correspondingly
increased, which reduces the
advantage of being mimetic. Mimics in
the undefended species thus gainmost
in terms of protection from predators
when they are rare, and less as they
become more frequent. This ‘rare
morph advantage’ can lead to
polymorphism between mimics and
non-mimics in a local population of the
mimetic species, or to polymorphisms
with multiple mimetic forms, each
mimicking a different distasteful model
species [1–3].
Such polymorphisms are indeed
observed in some cases of Batesian
mimicry. Genetic studies of several
species of polymorphic Batesian
mimetic butterflies have found that
different aspects of themimicry behave
as if controlled by alleles of a single
‘mimicry locus’ [1,3]. However, the fact
that developmentally very different
characteristics are involved suggests
that there are in reality several very
closely linked genes that rarely
recombine. This ‘supergene’
hypothesis [2,3,5] can explain why only
the advantageous mimetic forms are
seen, and no recombinants that might
disadvantageously combine aspects ofone mimetic form with those of another
and do not mimic any model. As
originally suggested by R.A. Fisher [1],
the selective disadvantage of
recombinants among genes
contributing to Batesian mimetic
polymorphisms should lead to the
evolution of suppressed recombination
among these genes [2,3,5].
Mu¨llerian mimicry — named after
the German naturalist Fritz
Mu¨ller — occurs when two or more
distasteful or harmful species have
evolved to resemble one another.
This can happen because predators’
experiences of eating or tasting an
individual of either ‘co-mimic’ species
lessens its propensity to repeat the
experience. This situation does not
promote polymorphism within a local
population [1,3]. The advantage to a
mimic of this kind will be least when it is
rare, because there are then the fewest
opportunities for predators to learn the
pattern to be avoided, but the
advantage increases as the mimic
becomes commoner. The different
morphs of species with Mu¨llerian
mimicry are indeed mostly found in
different local populations or
geographic regions, probably because
in each region the ‘mimicry ring’
converges on the locally commonest
or most distasteful pattern [3].
Furthermore, because any
improvement of mimicry is favoured,
and mutations with such effects can
spread rapidly throughout the
population, rather than remaining
polymorphicascanoccurwithBatesian
mimicry, Mu¨llerian mimicry is unlikely
to select for very close linkage [3].
The new paper by Mathieu Joron
and his collaborators [4] is a detailed
genetic study of the mimicry locus
(P) in the South American butterfly
Heliconius numata. Alleles at the P
locus control several different wing
pattern variants, which correspond to
the patterns of different species of
models [6]. The study used genomic
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Figure 1. Genomic rearrangements in the mimicry ‘supergene’ of the butterfly H. numata.
The two inversions that rearrange the P region of H. numata (A), and the approach used for
testing which arrangement is present in butterflies (B). (A) The two inversions are shown as
cross symbols. The order of genome regions in each of the three arrangements (haplotypes)
is indicated by letters A to F. The paired arrows show the locations of PCR primers. (B) The
results of PCR tests for three diagnostic segments shown in part A. ‘+’ indicates amplification
with a diagnostic primer pair, implying that a given haplotype is present. For the haplotypes
associated with the allele for each morph (denoted by Psil, Paur or Pbic), the test results are
shown first for homozygotes. The silvana morph is controlled by the recessive Psil allele, so
all individuals must be homozygotes, and the C–D junction indeed always gave a positive
result in PCR tests with this morph (blue), while the other tests were always negative. In the
morphs with a different allele, Paur, with intermediate dominance, all specimens test positive
for the arrangement with the A–F junction (green), i.e. a different haplotype is invariably present
(sometimes heterozygous with the recessive Psil haplotype). Finally, all bicoloratus individuals
(with the dominant Pbic allele) test positive for the C–F junction (pink), sometimes heterozygous
with Psil or Paur haplotypes.
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R847information from other Heliconius
species, particularly the well-studied
Mu¨llerian mimic H. melpomene, which
varies in phenotype at a regional
scale, but is largely monomorphic
locally, like other classical Mu¨llerian
mimics. In H. numata, a 400-kilobase
part of the region to which the P factor
maps was found to include many DNA
sequence variants showing no signs
of recombination. Identifying the
region was helped by the fact that it
includes two genes called Yb and Sb
that contribute to mimicry in
H. melpomene, with a recombination
frequency between them of about 1%,
but no such recombinants were seen
in H. numata families. There is no
crossing over in female Lepidoptera,
and the male parents involved in
these families were heterozygous for
P alleles controlling different morphs.
Further analyses showed that the
DNA sequences of the P region have
small inversions that, in heterozygotes
for the different chromosomal
arrangements, would probably
prevent recombination. Population
surveys revealed the existence of
three different chromosomal
arrangements, each associated with
a different P variant, and involving
combinations of two inversions with
adjacent breakpoints, as well as the
ancestral, non-inverted sequence
(Figure 1).
Paradoxically, therefore, the genome
region that controls mimicry in
H. numata behaves as predicted for
a Batesian mimic, yet this species is
usually said to be a Mu¨llerian mimic
[6,7]. A possible resolution of this
puzzle could be that several mimicry
rings co-exist in one area, and the
variants in any one locality are migrants
from other locations [7]. The migration
hypothesis could potentially account
for the maintenance of inversions
carrying differentmorphs. The situation
involves local adaptation — each
geographic location has its own
mimicry ring, to which other local
species adapt [7]. Local adaptation
could theoretically cause selection for
inversions, through their ability to keep
together the alleles of different partially
linked genes that contribute to different
adaptive characters. Indeed,
inversions are often found in different
frequencies in different populations,
but can also be maintained as
polymorphisms within populations
[8,9]. Balancing selection can maintain
such arrangements as polymorphisms,even in experimental cages in the lab
[10], probably reflecting a selective
advantage to their suppression of
recombination between interacting
genes [9].
H. numata does not seem to fit the
migration hypothesis very well. First,
several different morphs often co-exist
at moderate and high frequencies in
single natural populations in Eastern
Peru. Moreover, similar polymorphic
types are found elsewhere [7],
including in populations far from Peru,
such as French Guiana [4]. It is
difficult to reconcile this with a local
selection/migration hypothesis, which
would predict that immigrants into the
French Guiana population would come
from nearby populations, probably
bringing in morphs (and sequence
variants) differing from those in
Peruvian populations. Second, in the
natural populations in Eastern Peruwhose P genomic region was studied,
the sequence types in the P region fall
into distinct groups, with multiple fixed
differences between the sequences
associated with different P alleles, and
high nucleotide divergence among
them (averaging between 1 and 4%),
suggesting that they have been
maintained polymorphic for a long
time. On either side of this region,
however, there are no associations
between sequence variants and the P
alleles. Theoretical models of the effect
of the long-term maintenance of
variation by local adaptation and
migration suggest that there should be
a much wider window of neutral
sequence divergence around the target
of selection than seen here [11]; the
observed pattern of an abrupt
reduction in sequence divergence
among P alleles outside the inversions
is closer to that expected under
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The data on the sequence
differences among different P
alleles therefore apparently fit
Batesian mimicry much better than
Mu¨llerian mimicry. Possibly the
H. numata mimicry polymorphism is
a case of intermediate ‘quasi-Batesian
mimicry’, in which a strongly defended
species is mimicked by a rarer, mildly
defended one [12,13]. Oddly, however,
H. numata is often commoner than the
more strongly defended species it
mimics (species of Melinea). Overall,
despite this wonderful molecular and
genetic work, representing years of
laborious studies by a large team, the
solution to these puzzles will require
more field studies to identify the natural
predators and estimate the frequencies
of the morphs and their models,
together with studies of the predators’
behaviour, to see if predation can
generate the negative frequency
dependence that maintains
within-population variation in mimetic
forms. Such studies in the field will
probably require equivalent effort to
that in the genetic studies.
It will also be important to study good
Batesian mimics, such as Papilio
dardanus [14]. Genetics in this species
is evenmore difficult than inHeliconius.
Despite the fact that recombination
does not occur in females, so that
factors can readily be mapped to their
linkage groups, mapping them within
the groups requires large families. Atpresent, the closest linked marker is
several centi-Morgans distant from the
P. dardanus mimicry factor [14], and
fine mapping will be a challenge. Given
the new results from H. numata, it
would be surprising if no supergene
was found in P. dardanus. It has been,
however, suggested that this species’
mimicry gene may be a single, very
‘clever’ gene or a regulatory region with
multiple developmental capabilities,
such that it can control different
phenotypes for distinct wing colour
and pattern characters [14]. Even if this
is the case, recombination may still
need to be suppressed among different
components of the region in order to
avoid maladaptive character
combinations. The potential for
detailed genetic studies in non-model
organisms is at last allowing these
long-standing questions to be
answered.References
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about DivisionAn elegant quantitative model to explain cellular oscillations during cytokinesis
reveals a novel function for polar blebbing and raises the question as to why
cells live right on the edge.Jonas F. Dorn1
and Amy Shaub Maddox1,2
Cytokinesis is the final step of the
cell cycle in which the segregated
chromatin, the cytoplasm and the
plasma membrane become physically
partitioned into two daughter cells. It
is accomplished by spatiotemporally
precise regulation of the cortical
actomyosin cytoskeleton. Specifically,a contractile ring rich in actin filaments
and myosin motor proteins assembles
at the cell equator, as defined by the
anaphase spindle, while other domains
of the cell cortex are less contractile.
Occurring during a small fraction of
a cell cycle and requiring constant
remodeling of the cortical
cytoskeleton, cytokinesis is inherently
transient. Perhaps due to this
dynamicity, and to differences amongmodel systems and cell types, a
definition of the general physical
principles of cytokinesis still eludes
researchers.
Quantitative modeling is a powerful
approach to augment cell biological
explorations of complex processes.
It involves mathematically describing
the minimal components and events
of a biological phenomenon. For
example, modeling membrane shape
changes during endocytosis requires
quantitative description of the physical
characteristics (i.e. stiffness, elasticity,
abundance) of the plasma membrane
and its associated proteins [1,2].
However, known biological values
for the constituent parameters of
a model are few and far between.
Therefore, baseline values are often
